Out with the Old, In with the New

Donaldson Fuel Filters
For Cummins® Engines
Cummins® is a registered trademark of Cummins Inc.

It’s a new generation. Our new fuel filters have an integrated water-in-fuel sensor, but that’s not all...

Features, Functions & Benefits

Synteq™ Media Technology

- High efficiency, robust media – for fine particulate removal
- Composite cellulose and synthetic media together is strong – giving you worry free performance
- Longer filter life to meet or exceed your application requirements

Simplified Design

- Domed can provides reliable strength
- Only one threaded port in the housing accommodates Twist&Drain™ valve with integral water-in-fuel (WIF) sensor

New Twist&Drain™ with Water-in-Fuel (WIF) Sensor

- Easy turn – drain valve knob with wide profile provides a better grip
- Easy to use – fewer turns required to water drain to function versus typical three turns
- Self-venting design – allows water to evacuate in a quick, steady stream instead of a slow drip (no need to open a secondary vent)
- Keeps you dry – integrated hose barb, allows attaching a hose to drain water to a container
Make that old generation of fuel filter water separator a thing of the past by replacing them with a new Donaldson Twist&Drain™ fuel filter with integrated water-in-fuel (WIF) sensors.

### Competitive Cross Reference by Primary Application

**P550848 / Cummins QSC, QSL Tier 3**
- Baldwin ..........BF1385-SPS
- Carquest ..........86732
- Cummins ..........3973233, 4931955
- Fleetguard ..........FS19732, FS19784
- Luber-finer ......LFF9732
- NAPA ..............3732, 3955
- Wix .................33732, 33955

**P550929 / Cummins 3991498 Tier 2**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P550660
- Baldwin ..........BF1352SP
- Carquest ..........86091
- Cummins ..........3991498
- Fleetguard ..........FS19616
- Luber-finer ......LFF9616
- NAPA ..............3091
- Wix .................33091

**P551047 / CUMMINS 4010651**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P551040
- Baldwin ..........BF1274-SP, BF1274-SPS
- BF1277-SP, BF1277-SPS
- Carquest ..........86423
- Cummins ..........3101871, 3101872, 3331096, 4010650, 4010651
- Fleetguard ..........FS1007, FS1040
- Fram ...............C29, PS8688
- Luber-finer ......LFF1003, LFF1007
- NAPA ..............3423
- WIX .................33423

**P551103 / Cummins ISM Engines**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P551003
- Baldwin ..........BF1293-SPS, BF1378-SPS
- Carquest ..........86604
- Cummins ..........3406889, 340688900, 4934949
- Fleetguard ..........FS1003, FS19596, FS1065
- Fram ...............PS6835
- Luber-finer ......LFF1003, LFF1065
- NAPA ..............3604, 3604XE, 3965
- Wix .................33406XE, 33604, 33604XE

**P551122 / Cummins ISC Engines**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P551022
- Baldwin ..........BF1272-SPS
- Carquest ..........86422
- Cummins ..........3800394, 3942629, J800394
- Fleetguard ..........FS1022
- Hastings ..........FF1108SP
- Luber-finer ......LFF1022
- NAPA ..............3422
- Purolator ..........F75984
- Wix .................33422

**P552006 / CUMMINS 3089916**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P551006
- Baldwin ..........BF1262
- Carquest ..........86645
- Cummins ..........3089916, 4095189
- Fleetguard ..........FS1006
- Luber-finer ......LFF1021
- NAPA ..............3645
- WIX .................33645

**P552216 / CUMMINS 3309437**
- Donaldson ..........Replaces P550687
- Baldwin ..........BF1216
- Carquest ..........86437, 86447
- Cummins ..........3313304
- Fleetguard ..........FS1216
- Fram ...............PS6835
- NAPA ..............3437, 3447
- WIX .................33437, 33447

### New!
**Kit with Clear Water Collection Bowl**

**P559121 Filter Kit**
- **Contents:**
  - P551026 Fuel Filter Water Separator
  - P569758 Water Collection Bowl
  - P570619 Deutsch WIF Sensors
- **Filter Length:** 9.60” (244mm)
- **Efficiency:** 99% @ 9μ

**NOTES:**
1...P569758 bowl adds 1.98” / 50 mm to assembly length
2...P570619 WIF sensor adds 071” / 18.1mm to assembly length